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ILTIS-PCS 
Opt ions  

 

FALKE – PLC Configuration tool  
 

You surely have heard about the communication difficulties be-
tween process engineers, system engineers, and project engi-
neers. They are often talking about the same matter, but they do 
not really understand each other. Using the FALKE configuration 
tool will change this! 

FALKE is a configuration tool used for control programming and 
creating process flows. 

Together with ILTIS-PCS FALKE forms a platform realizing the com-
plete automation project, from PLC programming to process flow, 
data acquisition, data processing, operating, visualization and 
documentation. 

 

What is FALKE? 
FALKE is a PLC configuration tool 
based on the process control 
system ILTIS. 

FALKE allows generation, visuali-
zation, and documentation of 
step-by-step sequences in ma-
chines and processes via ILTIS-
PCS. FALKE additionally includes 
a module configuring program-
mable logic controllers (PLC). 
The device-specific program 
code is created via ILTIS-PCS 
with the help of graphically con-
figured step-by-step sequences. 
A ‘code generator’ generates 
that device-specific program 
code which is afterwards 
loaded to the PLC. 

Why using FALKE? 
Compared with conventional 
techniques of working FALKE en-
sures a considerable cost-saving 
and timesaving planning and 
commissioning of automation 
projects, because of user-guided 
operation, already existing re-
source objects (REO) and no 
longer existing interfaces. 

The program code is created 
not depending on the type of 
automation device. Changing 
the automation device, that 
means changing the type of 
PLC, is always possible with few 
costs. 

FALKE – 
the common platform 
The gap between the process 
engineer and the automation 
device programmer regarding 
the automation target is suffi-
ciently known. There is a lack 
of: 

• A standardized program lan-
guage 

• A common comprehension 
• A standardized documenta-

tion 
• A standardized implementa-

tion 
• A standardized check-up 

FALKE uses standards for combi-
nations, logical operations, de-
signations, and operations to 
make an unambiguous and suc-
cinct statement about the 
process. 

For that purpose FALKE uses: 

• Clear structures 
• Standardized language rul-

ings 
• Graphical process visualiza-

tion 
• Standardized documentation, 
• Already existing data (e.g. 

data from CAD-generation)  
• A „code generator“ automati-

cally configuring the PLC 
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The project engineer receives 
computer-supported guidance 
by FALKE. That support enables 
the project engineer converting 
his type of problem into the au-
tomation system.  

The possibility of direct object 
interlocking at using FALKE 
enables the system engineer to 
guarantee the plant security. 

The graphic and descriptive 
form of the process flow genera-
tion at using FALKE puts a tool to 
the process engineer’s disposal 
configuring or checking-up the 
process. It is no longer the pro-
grammer, only, who knows how 
the automation device is pro-
grammed. 

During plant operation the plant 
operator always has an over-
view of the complete plant 
down to the lowest signal level, 
because of the graphic and de-
scriptive on-line display of FALKE. 
It may be recognized at once 
where the process is actually 
working or has actually 
stopped. In case of a malfunc-
tion it may also be recognized 
immediately, which step-by-step 
condition avoids continuing the 
process. 

FALKE additionally records an on-
line documentation of the pro-
grammed process. Because the 
process flow and all modifica-
tions referring to the process 
flow are made using FALKE, the 
FALKE representation or documen-
tation are always in accordance 
with the actually programmed 
process. 

Functional range of FALKE 
FALKE includes the following 
modules: 

� Resource objects (REO) 
The auxiliary equipment and 
units being components of the 
plant are called resource ob-
jects. For example, the following 
types of resource objects are 
distinguished:

  - Motors 
  - Valves 
  - Measuring probes, and furth-
ers. 

For automation devices (PLCs) 
supported by FALKE, the delivery 
schedule of FALKE includes a 
function module library for types 
of resource objects according to 
the „IST SYSTEM TECHNIK-
conception”. 

� Base operations (BOP) 
Base operations, also known as 
step-by-step sequences, consist 
of repeating functions allocated 
to unit components. Examples 
for base operations are: 
  - Blowing in oxygen 
  - Filling tank 
  - Heating tank up to 200˚C 

As a rule, several resources are 
involved at carrying out a base 
operation. The base operations 
are created using FALKE via ILTIS-
PCS and loaded to the PLC. The 
step-by-step processing of BOPs 
is carried out autonomously by 
the PLC. Several BOPs can run 
simultaneously. 

 

� Sequences 
A sequence is specified by the 
process flow. A sequence is de-
fined by Boolean functions of 
different BOPs.  

With the help of the so-called 
‘flow chart technology’, the se-
quences also are created via 
ILTIS-PCS using FALKE. The se-
quences are loaded to the PLC. 
The PLC carries out the base 
operations (BOPs) being defined 
in the sequence. Values chang-
ing inside the PLC may have an 
influence on the conduct of the 
sequence. 
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Project flow 
Planning with ILTIS-PCS is ob-
ject-oriented. The so resulting 
advantages will cause synergy 
effects, if the following project 
flow is kept:  

� Resource objects (REO) 
Starting point of the project en-
gineering is the stocktaking of 
all types of resource objects ex-
isting on the plant.  

For each type of resource, a re-
source object is created via 
ILTIS-PCS. Each resource object 
includes the following compo-
nents:  
  - Graphic object 
  - Pattern parameterization 
  - FALKE- record definition 

 
The graphic object represents 
the graphical picture of the re-
source displayed in the process 
image. The graphic object also 
presents the information of the 
pattern parameterization in an 
operator-convenient way. 

The pattern parameterization 
includes all information about 
the resource type. The informa-
tion consists of process signals 
being administrated in the on-
line display of ILTIS-PCS and 
additional information (REO 
record) being stored in the ILTIS 
database. 

The FALKE record definition in-
cludes all information needed 
for the functioning of the PLC. 
That includes, for example, de-
tails on input and output ad-
dresses of the different re-
sources, internal signals of the 
resources, monitoring times for 
feedback signals, and so on. 

Each type of resource object is 
defined and acquired only once 
and created as REO. Each re-
source is allocated to one re-
source object type, and in this 
way, each resource includes all 
information needed for correct 
functioning. 

Importing already existing data 
(for example, CAD system data 
or device lists) via ILTIS-PCS and 
storing it as REO record in the 
database, is possible. 

The delivery schedule of FALKE 
includes a library of resource 
objects (REO library) of the most 
important types of resource ob-
jects. The user can modify or 
upgrade these library objects. 

� Function module 
Each REO created via ILTIS-PLC 
is allocated to one function 
module of the PLC. The function 
module represents a part of the 
program code of the PLC. 

The function modules control re-
sources and actuate functioning, 
for example, actions in case of 

malfunction, actions regarding 
the safety at work and the safety 
of plant. They also set inter-
locks, and so on. 

The delivery schedule of FALKE 
includes a library of function 
modules of the most important 
types of resource objects for 
these programmable logic con-
trollers being loadable under 
FALKE. 

The function modules that are 
included in the library can be 
modified in accordance with the 
FALKE convention. 

� Cost-saving project planning 
The resource object library and 
the function module library are 
tools for cost-saving project 
planning. It is possible copying 
the contents of each library as 
often as you like. Based on that 
procedure, process images 
(graphics) and process flows 
(BOPs and sequences) can be 
created easily and fast. That en-
sures a cost-saving project plan-
ning. 

A modification made for a re-
source object is automatically 
transmitted to all instances of 
the relevant resource object 
within the actual project. In this 
way, customizations and up-
grades can be always realized 
timesaving and at low cost. 
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Documentation and Diagnosis 
FALKE doesn’t only reduce the 
engineering costs for the 
process control system and the 
automation system; it also offers 
further advantages in documen-
tation and diagnosis. 

� On-line documentation 
Since the user creates the pro-
gram code of the PLC ‘in clear’ 
via ILTIS-PCS directly by FALKE, a 
documentation of the pro-
grammed procedure is generat-
ed automatically. Each modifi-
cation of the process flow is 
created by FALKE and recorded 
automatically. 

The process additionally is de-
scribed formally. Thus, each 
person, who is not involved in 
the actual project, is able to un-
derstand the programmed 
process. 

� On-line diagnosis 
During process running, FALKE on-
line marks each step, which is 
actually carried out. Additional-
ly each fulfilled input step condi-
tion is displayed shaded in col-
or. 

 

If the process stops because of 
a non-fulfilled step condition, 
the operator immediately will be 
able explaining, where the 
process had stopped, and what 
input step condition was not ful-
filled. 

Thus, FALKE offers a tool to locate 
and eliminate a source of error 
immediately. By mouse click, the 
operator receives information 
about all signals of the dis-
turbed resource and is able 
identifying the disturbed signal 
definitely. 

Because of that performance 
provided by FALKE, the plant op-
erator is able, not only during 
planning, but also during com-
missioning and operation, rea-
lizing his engineering project 
within quite a short time. Thus, 
the plant is kept optimally run-
ning. 

 

FALKE – your advantages 
 
Simplified engineeringSimplified engineeringSimplified engineeringSimplified engineering::::    
� Interfaces become no longer 

necessary, because of a 
common platform joined by 
ILTIS-PCS and FALKE. 

� Using the ILTIS object library 
� With the help of references, 

modifications made for re-
sources stored in the object 
library are automatically 
transmitted to all objects ac-
tually planned.  

� Configuring process flows 
running on the automation 
device without using a pro-
gramming device. 

� Considerably shortened Considerably shortened Considerably shortened Considerably shortened 
planning and commissioplanning and commissioplanning and commissioplanning and commission-n-n-n-
ing timesing timesing timesing times....    

 
OnOnOnOn---- line documentation:line documentation:line documentation:line documentation: 
� Easily readable documenta-

tion on the process flows 
with the help of a formal de-
scription. 

� Graphic representation of 
the process flows. 

� Automatically generated Automatically generated Automatically generated Automatically generated 
onononon---- lilililine documentation of ne documentation of ne documentation of ne documentation of 
the process.the process.the process.the process.    

 
OnOnOnOn---- line diagnosis:line diagnosis:line diagnosis:line diagnosis: 
� On-line actualized display of 

the process progress down to 
the lowest signal level. 

� Fast onFast onFast onFast on---- line malfunction dline malfunction dline malfunction dline malfunction di-i-i-i-
agnosis and fault recognagnosis and fault recognagnosis and fault recognagnosis and fault recogni-i-i-i-
tiontiontiontion.... 

 
 
 
 

 


